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This white paper has been produced to describe a sleep analysis method based on heart rate variability and acceleration data developed
by Firstbeat Technolgies Ltd. Parts of this paper may have been published elsewhere and are referred to in this document.
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functions [1]. Sleep supports proper functioning of the
immune system. And it is also linked to the removal of
waste products and reorganization of the central nervous
system networks [1]. Sleep affects almost every type of
tissue and bodily system from the brain to cardiovascular,
pulmonary, metabolic/hormonal, and immune system
activity. Sleep also effects heart rate and heart rate
variability, respiratory rate, blood pressure, and body
temperature [2-3].

Sleep is the most important time for recovery. Good
sleep replenishes physical and mental resources and
is a cornerstone of healthy lifestyles.
Good sleep is a combined function of getting enough
sleep and the restorative quality of sleep.
Age-based recommendations for healthy sleep
durations exist, e.g. 7-9 hours for adults, and first
statements on recommended sleep structure have
been made and published by experts in the field.
Important sleep quality metrics include sleeping long
enough, falling asleep in less than 30 minutes, waking
up no more than once per night, and being awake for
20 min or less after initially falling asleep.
A certain spectrum of sleep stages should also be
present: descriptive recommendations exist, but
there is no full consensus regarding ideal sleep
structure.
Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) plays a key role
in recovery and sleep, as ANS activity reflects the
restoration of physiological systems and is also
associated with sleep onset and sleep stages.
Firstbeat has developed a unique sleep detection and
assessment methodology combining various aspects
of sleep from sleep stages to the ANS function using
HRV to measure physiological recovery during sleep,
the ultimate effect of sleep.

Although all the functions of sleep are not fully understood,
sleep is recognized to be an active and dynamic process of
physical and mental recovery [4-5]. Sleep is a reversible
behavioral state marked by unresponsiveness and
perceptual disengagement from the environment [6]. It
is comprised of different stages that change cyclically and
are identifiable based on variation in brain and neuronal
activity documented through polysomnography (PSG),
a combination of electroencephalogram (EEG), the
electrooculogram (EOG) and electromyogram (EMG) data
[6].
Early night is typically dominated by deep sleep called
also as slow-wave sleep, SWS, or N3. Deep sleep is
associated with slow brain waves, increased protein
synthesis, increased growth hormone secretion, and
decreased cortisol secretion. The latter part of the night
is typically dominated by rapid eye movement sleep, i.e.
REM sleep. REM sleep is widely linked to dreaming and
information processing [7-8]. A sleep is initiated by relaxed
wakefulness (N1) and most of the night is spent in basic
light sleep stage (N2). A typical night’s sleep includes 4-5
cycles from non-REM (incl. N1-N3) to REM sleep. Awake
periods typically account for less than 5% of the night. [6]

SLEEP AND HEALTH
The Role of Sleep
Sleep is a fundamental part of life, and about 1/3 of our
lives is spent sleeping. It is a huge biological investment
associated with growth, repair, and maintenance of bodily
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Figure 1. Sleep hypnogram from a typical sleep session showing five non-REM to REM cycles with typically deep sleep dominant during the
early part of night and REM sleep dominance later in the night.

Sleep-wake cyclicity is delicately controlled by homeostatic
processes and the body’s circadian rhythms, where
changes in daylight conditions play a major role. The
suprachiasmatic nucleus in the hypothalamus seems to
act as the master clock of the human body [2]. Elongated
awakening periods and/or high load on the body (e.g.,
resulting from large amounts of vigorous physical activity)
increases the homeostatic drive for sleep and increases
the recuperative deep sleep the next night [7].

vary according to age, these expert recommendations are
age groups specific. For example, according to the expert
panel of the National Sleep Foundation adults (26-64) and
young adults (18-25) should sleep between 7 to 9 hours
each night [14].
There is less scientific consensus, however, regarding
how sleep quality should be defined and measured.
Nevertheless, there are first statements available that
suggest sleep quality metrics. These suggestions include
sleep latency, number of awakenings lasting more than 5
minutes, the amount of wake after sleep onset, and sleep
efficiency [15].

Sleep and Health Status
Sleep has various substantial health effects, and a lack of
sleep and sleep deprivation may cause serious negative
health consequences. For example, sleeping less than 7
hours per night has been associated with weight gain and
obesity, diabetes, hypertension, heart disease, stroke,
depression, impaired immune function, increased pain,
impaired performance, increased error rates during tasks,
greater risk of accidents, and increased risk of death [9].
Sleep duration and morbidity seems to have a U-shaped
association, where those who sleep the least and the most
are at higher risk for all-cause mortality [10].

The National Sleep Foundation expert panel has also
made preliminary suggestions regarding normal, healthy
distribution of sleep stages across various age groups.
Among adults, for example, according to the panel, deep
sleep (N3) of 16-20% and REM sleep of 21-30 % indicates
good sleep quality; whereas, transition times from wake
to sleep (N1) of over 20% or light sleep (N2) of over 80%
from the sleep period does not indicate good sleep quality
[15].

Sleep affects learning and memory, cognitive performance,
and alertness. Inadequate sleep is associated with
difficulties in concentrating, focusing and with memory
recall [11]. Sleep can be considered good when falling
asleep is easy, when sleep is continuous, when the
person does not wake up too early, when waking is
accompanied by feelings of being refreshed, and when
daytime performance levels are not decreased [12].
These elements, however, can be challenging to evaluate
objectively as a whole, as some are definitively subjective
in nature [13].

Moreover, the autonomic nervous system (ANS) is a key
regulatory system for the body, and sleep is reflected in
ANS activity. Generally, the parasympathetic branch of
the ANS should be primarily dominant during sleep. This
reflects a relaxed state. A high sympathetic drive can be
a sign of suboptimal recovery and physiological stress.
The ANS state is also affected by different stages of sleep.
Cardiovascular activity, for example, is very stable in the
N3 sleep, whereas, it can be highly variable during REM
sleep, often reaching levels seen during wakefulness. [1618].

Sleep Recommendations

Factors Affecting Sleep

Sleep’s restorative effect is influenced by aspects of sleep
quality and quantity. Sleep experts have identified and
agreed upon clear recommendations for healthy sleep
durations. Recognizing that sleep needs and patterns
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Sleep can be affected by various internal and external
stressors. High levels of perceived stress, worries, and
anxiety can make it difficult to fall asleep and to stay asleep
[19-20]. Stress can reduce amounts of deep and REM
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DESCRIPTION OF THE FIRSTBEAT SLEEP DETECTION
AND STAGE CATEGORIZATION METHOD

sleep and increase awakenings [21]. Too much daylight
can disrupt and confuse the body’s circadian regulation
[22]. Shift work is a typical factor which decreases the
amount and quality of sleep by disturbing the body’s
regulative processes via changing sleeping times [23].
Travel across time zones can similarly disturb the body’s
internal clock and disrupt sleep. [22]. Alcohol, other
stimulating substances, and medications can markedly
disturb sleep by affecting brain function, sleep structure,
and autonomic nervous system activity [24-25]. Regular
physical activity may promote sleep, [26] but disrupting
homeostasis with strenuous physical activity can cause
sympathetic overdrive in the ANS and negatively affect
sleep, especially if performed too close to bedtime
[27]. Environmental factors (i.e., light, noise, and room
temperature) can also affect sleep [28-29].

Firstbeat has created a unique sleep algorithm which
uses a neural network-based model to provide real-time
sleep analysis. Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of
the method. The algorithm uses beat-by-beat heart rate
data (heart rate variability), HRV-derived respiration rate,
and wrist/body movement, and time of day data. The
user’s age, height, weight, and gender are required as
background information.
Making the analysis special is the fact that it is capable
of providing feedback with little to no delay. This offers
a significant advantage over other competing neural
network analytic models that require the inclusion of
data from both before and after the sleep period, a
requirement that results in a substantial delay in feedback
availability. Additionally, the calculation process of the
Firstbeat algorithm is light and highly efficient, making it
possible to implement the algorithm in various wearable
devices such as smart- and fitness watches and trackers
having limited data processing resources. It also means
that it’s possible to analyze sleep and offer insight without
needing to transfer data and rely on the processing power
of a paired smartphone or cloud-based computational
solution.

While many factors can negatively affect sleep, it is also
possible to improve sleep through voluntary behaviors. We
can decide, for example, when and how hard we exercise,
how we occupy our time in the evenings, and when we go
to bed. Sleep can be supported through a commitment
to good sleep hygiene and with lifestyle choices [30].
Thus, it would be beneficial to assess and understand
the restorative effect of our sleep. By improving our
understanding of how lifestyle and personal decisions
affect our sleep, we can make better, more informed
decisions in support of our health and well-being. To serve
that purpose, Firstbeat has developed a comprehensive
method for credibly estimating sleep quantity, structure,
and the restorative effect of sleep using wearable data.
This white paper describes the factors behind the method
and presents its validation results.

The Firstbeat method capably evaluates when the person
is in bed and when they are out of bed awake. For inbed sleep periods, data is classified into light (N1+N2),
deep (N3), and REM sleep stages. Awakening segments
that occur after and within the onset of the night’s
sleep period are also detected. Moreover, the method

Figure 2. A schematic illustration of the procedural steps involved in the Firstbeat sleep analysis.
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ACCURACY METRIC TERMS

evaluates autonomic nervous system (ANS) function using
HRV data. This allows for assessment of body stress and
recovery states during the sleep. Sleep data is further
complemented using a restlessness metric based on
acceleration data.

There are a multitude of accuracy metrics for measuring
the performance of a classification estimator. One that
is commonly used in scientific literature related to sleep
stage classification is the agreement rate, also called recall,
sensitivity, or true positive rate. Defined for any specific
sleep stage, the metric stands for the percentage of epochs
correctly estimated as a given sleep stage out of the epochs
that are classified as the same sleep stage by a reference (e.g.
PSG-based) classifier.

The ANS balance is assessed using beat-to-beat heart rate
data. When parasympathetic modulation is dominant,
heart rate (HR) is individually low and heart rate variability
(HRV) high. This is detected by the Firstbeat analysis
and described as a recovery/relaxation state. When
sympathetic modulation predominates, HR elevates and
HRV generally declines from the individual’s baseline
levels. This is detected as a stress state by the analysis. The
stronger the parasympathetic or sympathetic modulation,
the stronger the relaxation or stress intensity, respectively.
It is known that during wakefulness parasympathetic
activity decreases and/or sympathetic activity increases.
During sleep, parasympathetic modulation should
predominate to ensure body restitution. The deeper the
sleep is, the stronger the parasympathetic modulation
is (referring especially to light or deep sleep). However,
bursts of sympathetic activity occur during restless periods
or awakenings during sleep.

In a percentage confusion matrix, such as in Table 1, the
agreement rate is represented by the diagonal values. In
other words, the rows of a confusion matrix tell how the
epochs with a given reference sleep stage are distributed
between different sleep stages classified by the estimator.
Complementary to the agreement rate is another metric
called specificity, also called true negative rate. The metric
is mainly relevant in the case of binary classification, such as
sleep vs. awake, where the specificity of sleep is defined as
the percentage of epochs correctly estimated as “negative
sleep”, i.e. awake, out of the epochs that are classified as
awake by a reference classifier.

the same data, however, do not always perfectly agree on
the same set of sleep stage classifications.

The final feedback allows comprehensive information on:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Agreement rates between individual experts classifying
sleep stages from the same data seems to be slightly over
80% [31], but also values in the range of 67-82 % have
been earlier reported [32]. A study with over 2,500 skilled
scorers showed an average agreement rate of 82.6 %. The
level of agreement was highest for REM sleep, closely
followed by Light sleep (N2) and Awake. Scoring agreement
for Deep sleep (N3) was 67.4 % and the lowest for stage
N1 at 63.0 %. Scorers had difficulty defining sleep onset,
the first epoch of stage of N2 after N1 and the first epoch
of REM after N2. Discrimination between stages Light and
Deep sleep was particularly difficult for scorers [31]. This
confirms that, in practice, sleep stage classification is a
rather challenging task to perform even for skilled sleep
experts with direct access to highly detailed brain activity
data.

Sleep duration by evaluating the start and end
of sleep,
Sleep latency (i.e. the time from going to bed to
the onset of actual sleep),
Sleep stage identification (proportion of the
sleep period and the overall accumulated time),
and
Overall sleep score based on sleep duration,
HRV-based stress and recovery information,
sleep stages, and movement-based restlessness
factors.

In addition, the user of the method can be provided
actionable insights in the form of feedback sentences.
These feedback sentences can address sleep duration,
recovery, restlessness and sleep structure for a given
night’s sleep. The method also considers lifestyle factors
such as repeated behavior patterns and habits in 24/7
use and gives insights on their impacts on the restorative
effect of the person’s sleep. In this way, the method can
become used to help optimize sleep and recovery.

The dataset used to develop and validate the Firstbeat
sleep detection and sleep stage classification methodology
included expertly stage categorized polysomnography
sleep data from 110 adult subjects (780 hours of sleep
data). It also included heart rate data in the form of
RR-intervals obtained from ECG measurement and
was accompanied by movement data obtained using
accelerometers.

VALIDATION RESULTS AND EXAMPLES
Validation of sleep and sleep stage identification
methodologies poses some unique challenges that extend
from the current state of the art. The contemporary
gold standard for sleep identification and sleep
stage classification is human expert interpretation of
polysomnography data, including EEG recordings of
brainwave activity. Well-trained sleep experts examining
A Sleep Analysis Method Based on Heart Rate Variability
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Only a small portion of the total dataset was used at a time
to create the analytic model during the development stage
compared to the validation stage. The entire dataset was
utilized to validate the method. This was done to reduce
the risk of overfitting and therefore over-estimating the
accuracy of the results.
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When assessing the validity of sleep stage classifications
made by the Firstbeat method compared to
polysomnography-derived reference classifications, the
reference sleep stages were resampled from 30-second
bins to 5-second bins. This resulted in a total of 557,776
datapoints, and each 5-second sample was considered as
a single datapoint for agreement comparison.
The resulting Firstbeat method differentiated sleep state
from awake state with 94 % sensitivity (true-positive
rate) and 63 % specificity (true-negative rate). Epochto-epoch agreement weighted by the manifestation of
sleep stages was 66%. If an offline implementation of
the same algorithm (no optimization for limited resources
available on embedded systems) was used, the epoch-toepoch classification accuracy improved by approximately
3 percentage points to around 69%. The accuracy of the
method in classifying sleep stages can be considered
reasonably good.

Table 1. The confusion matrix of sleep stage classification with
the Firstbeat Method. Diagonal values in the table indicate the
classification agreement rate expressed as a percentage and the
number of agreed epochs for each sleep stage.

Figures 3 and 4 offer two examples of sleep documented
with HR, HRV, and accelerometer-based movement
data. ANS activity derived from HRV-data is interpreted
and shown in the form of stress and recovery. Sleep
stages classified using the Firstbeat method are shown
along with those arrived at by expert interpretation of
polysomnography data. Examples of feedback sentences
based on the Firstbeat method are also included.

Table 1 offers a confusion matrix for estimated sleep stages
based on the classification of all 557,776 data points. The
table shows the agreement rate achieved between sleep
stage classifications arrived at using the Firstbeat method
and those identified through expert interpretation of
polysomnography recordings. For cases where the two
methods disagreed, the rates at which other possible
states were assigned according to each method are also
shown.

Figure 3. An example from individual sleep period. The figure represents heart rate, heart rate variability and acceleration data together with
the HRV-based stress and recovery analysis results, and the sleep and awake detection with sleep stages compared to the polysomnographic
reference result
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Figure 4. Another example from individual sleep period.

USE OF SLEEP FEEDBACK
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